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CCC role

Independent advice to Government
on:
• Emissions limits
• Annual progress
• Adaptation (through ASC)
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The UK’s emissions targets
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Science framing the 2050 target: impacts

Science guides the discussion, but decision is ultimately a (difficult) value judgment

Risk of impacts
• 2°C above pre-industrial by 2100
will exacerbate current impacts and
trigger regional problems
• Beyond 4°C many systems will not
be able to adapt
Committed change
• Emissions trends and uncertainty in
climate projections make it very
difficult to rule out a 2°C increase
with 100% confidence

Decision rule
• Median projected
temperature
increase by 2100
must be close to
2°C above preindustrial levels
• Keep probability of
a 4°C increase very
low (e.g. 1%)
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CCC global emissions pathway in context

Global average =
1.8-2.9 CO2e yr-1 person-1
Implies UK ~80%
reduction relative to 1990

Rogelj et al. (2012) Emission pathways consistent with a 2C global temperature limit

The scale of the UK 2050 challenge

International aviation
& shipping*

628 MtCO2e

UK non-CO2 GHGs
Other CO2
75% cut
(= 80% vs.
1990)

Industry (heat &
industrial processes)
Residential &
commercial heating
Domestic transport

160 MtCO2e

Electricity generation

* bunker fuels basis

2010 emissions

2050 objective
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Can we meet it?
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Yes: key measures likely to be required
2010s
Electricity

Decarbonise baseload

Buildings

Efficiency

Transport

Efficiency

Industry
Non-CO2
Aviation &
shipping

2020s

2030s

2040s

Further expansion and decarbonise
mid-merit/peak

Low-carbon electrified heat
Commercial Residential
Hard-to-treat
EV penetration up;
Early H2 adoption

Efficiency
Efficiency on farms, divert
waste from landfill

Roll out low-carbon vehicles
to fleet

CCS, electrification and other fuel
switching? Product substitution?
More on-farm measures, F-gases,
reduce waste and improve diet?

Operational measures, new plane/ship efficiency, whilst demand
grows (though possibly constrained)
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CCC pathway building: detail to 2030
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Dynamically costeffective measures
• Become cost-saving vs.
Gov’t price projections
for 2020-2050
• Enough build of key
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Statically cost-effective
measures
• Cost-saving vs. Gov’t
carbon price in near
term
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• Feasible deployment
rates
e.g. energy & vehicle efficiency,
nuclear power, some bioenergy

CCC pathway
No-action baseline
2020

2030

e.g. offshore wind, electric
vehicles, heat pumps
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Economy-wide cost of meeting 1st four budgets

Estimated cost (% GDP) in 2030
Sector

Central
High fuel
assumptions prices

Power

0.6%

Industry

-0.1%

Buildings

0.0%

Transport

-0.1%

Non-CO2

0.0%

TOTAL

0.5%

Low fuel
prices

0.1%

0.8%

= 50% emissions reduction (below 1990 level) by 2025
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So how is the UK doing?
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Budget 1 met, mainly due to the recession
New Government policies (Energy Market Reform, Green Deal, electric car grants…)

Progress is mixed: some on track or better…

Onshore wind

Efficiency of new cars

… some behind schedule

cavity wall insulation

Carbon Capture & Storage (CCS): 2 UK projects at final
design stage; Gov’t was aiming for 4 in operation by 2020

On course for budget 2 but more needed for 3 and 4

(Non-traded emissions only)

Transport – Emissions and recent trends
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Transport - Indicators
 Headline indicators
o Road Emissions (% change on 2007)
o Vehicle km (billion)
 Supporting indicators
o New vehicle gCO2/km
o New EVs registered each year
o Penetration of biofuels (by energy)
 Policy indicators (a selection)
o Evaluate LSTF (2016)
o Review industry freight demand measures (2016)
o Financing mechanisms for EVs (2017)
o Roll-out of rapid charging (2020)
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Transport – Progress over 1st Carbon Budget

CCC Trajectory

Transport – Early signs of growing EV market

Transport policies - New car/van CO2 targets
• EU new car CO2 targets in place since 2009.
• Targets set for 2015 (130g CO2 km) and 2020 (95g CO2 /km).
• Fleet average of all new cars sold.
• ULEVs (<50g/Km) allowed super-credits.
• EU new van targets in 2011: 175g/km in 2017 and 147g in 2020.
CCC recommendation: Push for stretching EU targets for new car and van
CO2 for 2030. These should take account of the scope for improving
efficiency of conventional vehicles and need to achieve take-up of ULEVs.

Transport policies - New HGV CO2 target
• Euro standards put mandatory limits on air pollutants from new HGVs but
CO2 not currently subject to EU regulation.
• Fuel economy of new vehicles remained ~flat over last decade.
• Difficult to measure HGV CO2 emissions directly (as in cars) due to diversity
of models and trip patterns.
• Mandatory new vehicle CO2 targets could be considered in medium term
though no dates provided in EU strategy.

CCC recommendation: UK Government should push for actions to
progress swiftly so that targets for new HGV CO2 are set ASAP.

Transport policies - Fiscal levers
• VED: Rates graduated since 2001
– 1st year rates (pronounced version of 2nd yr rates) in 2010.
– Research suggests levels of differentiation provide little incentive.
– Lack of differentiation <100g – no incentive to take-up ULEVs.

• CCT: Graduated by emissions, with preferential rate for sub75g/km. Important consideration for industry.
• ECAs: Available for low em vehicles for business activities. Currently,
cars emitting up to 95g/km are eligible for 100% allowance in 1st
year, reducing to 75g/km in March 2015.
CCC Recommendation: Over time, adjust fiscal levers to align to new
vehicle CO2 targets and provide additional incentive for ULEVs

Transport policies - EV financial barriers
• Need subsidy to bridge gap between high purchase cost and heavily
discounted running costs. Could be addressed by spreading upfront
costs over longer periods with low-cost finance.
• Battery leasing - Finance providers could spread battery costs over
longer periods (vehicle lifetimes).
• Interest rates could fall in time: falling technology risk + secondary
battery market
• Case for intervention in short-term if misperceived technology
risks drive up cost of capital.
CCC recommendation: Government should work with partner orgs
(industry/LAs/GIB) to tackle financial barriers to EV uptake by providing new,
low-cost approaches to financing.

Transport – Future scenarios
Central scenario to 2030

Van

HGV

•

Conventional new car efficiency = 80g/km.

•

EVs = 60% of new cars (c.30% of stock).

•

Smarter Choices reduce car km by 5%.

•

Conventional new van efficiency =
120g/km.

•

EVs = 60% of new vans (c.25% of stock).

•

Efficiency improvement of 30% on
average.

•
Bus

Biofuels

•

Behaviour change to reduce fuel
consumption.
Conventional efficiency improvement of
c25%.

•

H2FCVs = 50% of new buses in 2030.

•

Limited use of sustainable biofuels – c.8%
in 2020.
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Scottish Climate Change Act

• Economy-wide target of 42% GHG emissions reduction by
2020.
• More stringent than UK’s 34%.
• Scotland also has annual interim targets which they have
failed to meet in recent years (though 2020 target sill looks
achievable).
• Transport objectives broadly consistent with UK though
some minor differences.

Scottish Climate Change Act - Transport
2020 milestones for Transport
• A mature market for low carbon cars resulting in achievement of an
average efficiency for new cars of less than 95 gCO2e/km.
• An electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure in place in Scottish cities.
• Personalised travel planning advice provided to all households.
• Effective travel plans in workplaces with more than 30 employees.
• At least 10% of all journeys made by bicycle.
2030 narrative for Transport
The Scottish Government aims to see significant progress in
decarbonisation of road transport, through:
• The wholesale adoption of electric cars and vans;
• The conversion to hybrid or alternatively-fuelled HGVs and buses;
• A significant modal shift; and
• Significant steps to decarbonise rail and maritime transport.

In summary

• 80% by 2050 is stretching but feasible, requiring economy-wide action
• Only assumes ~50% chance of staying below 2°C, requires global
effort to 2050 and beyond
• Some key measures:
• efficiency across the board
• decarbonisation of electricity by ~2030
• electric vehicles
• heat pumps
• (limited) bioenergy
• Mixed progress so far, more action and new policies required to meet
targets especially beyond 2020

Further info

www.theccc.org.uk
@theCCCuk
jack.snape@theccc.gsi.gov.uk
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